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Abstract- AUV localization is not accurate based on sequence images if moving target is as landmark, 
so the moving target detection algorithm is studied based on global motion estimation, which detects 
and eliminates moving target according to the motion inconsistency of the moving target. Generally 
grid block matching is used in the global motion estimation, it can’t effectively dispose the dynamic 
background, and the gradient direction invariant moments descriptors method of free circular 
neighborhood based on feature points is proposed, which is effective for the background rotating and 
light changing in two adjacent images. For the matching points, the parameters of global motion are 
estimated robustly combined with normalized linear estimation method and least median squares. 
Experiments show that the designed algorithm can effectively estimate parameters of global motion, 
and eliminate the motion target as mismatch. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
While AUV navigating in an unknown environment, environment modeling and AUV 
(Autonomous Underwater Vehicle) localization are the basic problem to realize autonomous. For 
which, most researches are based on the assumption of static environment, and the real 
environment is changing dynamically, such as the waterweeds float and biological swimming，
that will bring noise for the environment modeling and AUV localization, so the moving target 
need to be detected and eliminated. 
 For the moving target detection in dynamic background, researchers have carried out a lot of 
research works on the video monitoring system and processing technology, and made a lot of 
achievements [1-3]. Such as the Computer Department of Cornell University in United States 
designs a set of video detecting and tracking system of aerial photography[4], the system tracks 
feature point based on Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi algorithm and estimates robust affine parameters 
based on M-estimation, and then detects moving objects with the three frames differential. In 
which there are two main problems, the global motion estimation algorithm has large amount of 
calculation and parameters estimation deviation is caused by the moving objects in the video. In 
order to solve these, many scholars have done more researches. For the first problem, Konrad [5] 
proposed global motion estimation algorithm based on the Levenberg-Marquadet (LM) method, 
the noise removed with histogram of residuals method, the computational load is also relatively 
large, it is still difficult to achieve real-time, and the calculation results are sensitive to noise. 
Amir Averbuch and Yosi Keller [6] improved motion estimation method based on gradient, 
reduced the amount of calculation about two dozen times. And the G Sorwar [7] estimated global 
motion parameters based on the hypothesis that moving foreground are usually distributed in the 
center of the image. Finally those methods improve the calculation speed and exclude the 
interference of moving objects in the foreground in some degree. For a large number of scholars 
researches, moving target detection methods have got good performance under the specific 
conditions. 
In recent years, a large number of researchers devoting to the research of motion object detection 
and tracking technology under complex background have emerged in China, many research 
institutions and universities also invested considerable research effort. Such as national key 
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laboratory of pattern recognition of the institute of automation in the Chinese Academy of 
sciences, the graphic image Institute of Tsinghua University and the image processing & pattern 
recognition research Institute of Jiaotong University, they research on the contour detection 
algorithm to realize motion object tracking. 
In this paper, AUV is located with monocular vision. During the AUV moving, static background 
changes largely in image, and meanwhile, the moving target is changes with the AUV too. If it 
locates with moving target, its position is not accuracy, so how to detect and ignore the moving 
target in the global motion estimation has been difficulty for locating AUV in dynamic 
background. The aim of moving target detection is not to track, but is to identify and no longer 
participates in AUV positioning, then a method based on global motion estimation is proposed, in 
which moving object matching is as false matches, and no longer need to be distinguished from 
the false matches. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. After a general introduction of the moving target 
detection, the moving target detection principle based on global motion estimation has been 
discussed in section II. The gradient direction invariant moment extraction of feature point 
circular neighborhood and feature point matching strategy have been discussed in section III. In 
section IV, motion model, and robust model parameters estimate methods have been presented. 
The analysis and simulation results of moving target detection have been discussed in section V. 
The paper has been concluded in section VI. 
 
II. MOVING TARGET DETECTION PRINCIPLE IN DYNAMIC BACKGROUND  
 
During the AUV motion, the camera is moving, there is about half view field motion between 
adjacent frame’s static backgrounds, optical flow of static background is generated by camera 
motion, i.e. global motion. Optical flow of moving target is generated by the relative motion of 
the camera and moving target, i.e. global and local motion [8-10]. The optical flow of static 
background and moving target is different, so optical flow estimation is effective to detect 
moving target. 
Optical flow estimation methods based on matching include grid block matching and the feature 
matching. Grid block matching method firstly segments the region regularly, and then calculates 
the optical flow with corresponding regional displacement [11-14]. This method has been widely 
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used in video coding, which is valid only for a little static background translation. While the 
feature matching method is insensitive for the static background translation, In order to enhance 
the rotate invariant of feature matching algorithm, the circular neighborhood invariant moments 
descriptors of  feature point is used to match. With the matched feature points, the affine matrix 
of two images is estimated, which represents the global motion, moving target is wiped off as 
mismatch, and then is detected. The algorithm of moving target detection is indicated in figure 1. 
 
Figure 1.  The moving object detection based on global motion estimation 
 
III. INVARIANT MOMENTS MATCHING BASED ON FEATURE POINTS 
CIRCULAR NEIGHBORHOOD  
 
For region matching, the smooth region is easy mismatch [15-16], so the feature point is detected 
firstly. For the light changing in adjacent frames, the neighborhood gradient direction is 
insensitive, it is computed as current pixel attribute. For the rotation in adjacent frames, the 
circular neighborhood invariant moments’ descriptor of feature point is used to match. 
 
a. Feature points extraction based on SURF 
In order to reliably match region, the smooth region which is easy causing mismatch is not 
participate in the match [17-20], and the feature point is detected out. 2006 Bay proposes SURF 
feature, based on the Harr feature and integral image which is stable to match and greatly 
speeds up the running time of process. In order to detect the stable feature points of different 
scale, the pyramid image of different scale need be constructed, in SURF it is the approximation 
image of Hessian matrix. Because the feature points is scale independence, before construction of 
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a Hessian matrix, the original image )(xI  is filtered with the Gauss function )(g , after that it is 
calculated with Hessian matrix ),( XH , the process is as following: 
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),( XL  is an expression of an image in different resolution,   is Gauss variance. With this 
method every pixel can be discriminated, it can be expressed as: 
                                                              2)9.0()det( xyyyxx LLLH                                                              (4) 
With non-maxima suppression, each pixel that is treated with Hessian matrix compare with the 
26 points of its 3 dimensional neighborhood, which is retained if it is the maximum value or the 
minimum value of these 26 points, otherwise it is removed. 
 
b. Invariant moments descriptors of feature point circular neighborhood 
For the light changing slightly in adjacent frames, the gray and the gradient modulus of pixels is 
changed too, while the gradient direction keeps invariance in some degree. Because the 
transformation from the gradient direction ratio of horizontal direction and vertical direction to 
angle is nonlinear, to keep the property of gradient direction ratio, the ratio don’t transform to 
angle, pixels are represented by the gradient direction ratio. 
For the rotation in adjacent frames, in order to have the same neighborhood, the circular 
neighborhood of the feature point is used of 25*25 pixels size. the feature points is as the center 
point, square neighbor region of 25*25 pixels is as the template, and then the position weight of 
the pixels is 1 for whose distance to the center is less than or equal to 25 pixel, otherwise weight 
is 0. To have the same descriptors, here invariant moments are described in a circular 
neighborhood; it is introduced based on algebraic invariants. Among them, the Hu invariant 
moment based shape is the most widely used. Image moment function has been widely used in 
pattern recognition, target classification. Through the nonlinear combination of geometric 
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moments, a group for the image translation, scale, and rotation invariant moments are derived. 
Gradient direction ratio image of the original image is ),( yxRatio , for the feature neighborhood 
in the ),( yxRatio , its geometric moments of )( qp  order is defined as 
dxdyyxRatioyxm qppq ),(  ),1,0,(  qp                                     (5) 
Zero moment 00m  of objects expresses the "quality" of the image, the zero order moment with 
one order moments 0110 mm 、  are used to determine the image centric, if the origin of coordinate 
shifts to the centric, the center moment of image displacement invariant is got:  
 dxdyyxRatioyyxxM qppq ),()()(                                        (6) 
The normalized center moment: 
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From the two orders and three orders normalized central moments, the central moments of 7 area 
normalization with translation, rotation and scale invariance for the image are calculated. The 7 
invariant moments for the region is expressed with 21 TT、 , and so on as following: 
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c. The search strategy of the invariant moments descriptor matching 
The invariant moments matching is to find the nearest neighborhood in two adjacent frames, the 
most simple method is linear search, that is the full search algorithm (FS),which is also known as 
the exhaustive search method. It search all possible candidate block in whole region defined, 
finally found the corresponding candidate block with minimum distances of invariant moment, 
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the block is the best matching block. The algorithm is simple, reliable, the matching block is 
global optimal. The only drawback of the FS is the highly time complexity, to speed up the 
searching time, the faster search algorithm is proposed, such as two-dimensional logarithmic 
search method, three step search method, diamond search method, etc. 
Because the actual data generally distribute with cluster shape, the fastest matching algorithm is 
based on data index. The structure of index tree is in a tree shape, which divides the search space 
with levels, K-d tree is a typical method of the index tree. To speed up the searching of the 
matching region, nearest and nearer neighbors search with K-D tree is employed; its purpose is to 
search two data points whose distance is the shortest in the k-d tree. When the Euclidean distance 
ratios of the nearest and the nearer distance less than the threshold, the matching region is found. 
Nearest neighbor search is a special case of k nearest neighbors, which is also the one nearest 
neighbor. The one neighbor expanding to two nearest neighbors is very easy. Here is the most 
simple k-d tree nearest neighbor search algorithm. 
(1) Search binary tree, and follow the "path" to find approximate nearest neighbor very quickly, 
which is the leaf node in the same sub-space of the query point;  
(2) Backtracking search path, and judge the other sub-nodes of searching path nodes might have 
more recent distance to the query point; 
(3) If possible, need to jump to other nodes in the sub-space to search; 
(4) Repeats this process until the search path is empty. 
If matching block descriptor of reference frame is: ),,( 721 iiii rrrR  , matching block descriptor 
of current frame is: ),,( 721 iiii ssss  , The Euclidean distance of them is: 
                                                   
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namely the matching block of the current frame is found in the reference frame. 
 
 
 
IV. GLOBAL MOTION ESTIMATION BASED ON MODEL  
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A difficulty of global motion estimation is that a pixel may not experience the global motion [21-
23], which is exist in pure rotate. In the AUV navigation, all the pixels of the same image must 
have global motion, as the global motion is dominant compared with other local motion, theoryly 
we can employ the same motion model for the whole image, which can be solved with a robust 
estimation method. 
 
a.   The search strategy of the invariant moments descriptor matching 
(1) The motion parameter model of translation 
Translation model is the simplest motion parameters model in the image plane [24]. The model 
assumes that each image block move translation. Type (10) describes the transformation from the 
1k  frame to the k frame. A target block B  is selected from the 1k  frame image which is 
located in ),( 11  kk yx , in the k frame, whose center of the block B moves to position ),( kk yx , 
and all the pixels follow the same transform relations as: 
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1                                                   (10) 
The two parameters x and y , respectively expresses the translational motion components 
along the x  axis and y axis direction of the image. 
(2) The affine motion parameter model 
The two-dimensional spatial translational motion model can be extended to the affine motion 
model. Affine motion model has six parameters, which can not only describe the translation, 
rotation, and can process the deformed motion of block. 
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(3) Projecting motion parameter model 
Projection motion parameter model has eight parameters, which can handle the deformation from 
rectangle to arbitrary quadrilateral, and can also handle rotation. 
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If only the translational motion is between background frames, then the translation model is 
accurate enough for motion estimation. When the static background moves with rotation changes 
between frames, there will produce large estimation error with the translation model. If the AUV 
is sailed in fixed depth level without tilt and roll, there exists translation and rotation transforms 
relationship between adjacent frames, it is affine transformation between two planes, so the 
model of affine motion parameters is used.  
 
b.   Robust estimation of motion parameter 
Parameters solving for the motion model is to search for several groups of matching region which 
is satisfied the motion model in the two frame images, and then the parameters is solved with 
center matching points of the corresponding region. For the affine motion model has six 
parameters, at least three pairs of matching correctly region, and any three center points non-
collinear. 
When the motion parameter of static target is estimated, the correct match of moving target 
feature point will as mismatch. How to eliminate the correct feature point matching of moving 
target and the error matching? The robust parameters estimation method is studied how to obtain 
the optimal parameter estimation in the condition of observation data errors, M estimation, and 
least square median and random sample consensus (RANSAC) are common robust parameters 
estimation method.  
In order to effectively handle the correct matching of moving target and the error matching, the 
robust estimation algorithm of linear estimation method and least median squares is put forward. 
The basic idea of normalized linear method is to transform measurement data appropriately, so 
that the transformed measurement matrix has good condition number, and improve the stability 
of numerical calculation. Data normalized is mainly the displacement transformation and scaling 
transformation, the new origin of coordinates is ),( yx , data scale ratio is xd and yd . 


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N
j
jxN
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1
1
  ， 

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N
j
jyN
y
1
1 ，  xxd jx  max 1 ，  yyd jy  max 1              (13) 
Let jr  is the residual error of the j  data, the parameters estimate with least squares median 
method is to solve the nonlinear minimization as following: 
  pxrMedian jj ,min 2                                                           (14) 
As 2jr  is the regression variance,  Median  is the median operation. 
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This method is very robust for data of non Gauss noise and error data, But this method don’t 
consider the "sick" of the measurement matrix and the nonlinear of measurement matrix elements 
and measurement data during the linear estimation with the sample, so normalization factor linear 
estimation would be applied to the sample, global motion estimation performance is improved 
with the samples processing. 
Specific steps of the fusion robust estimation are as following: 
(1) With the Monte Carlo method, m pairs of samples are randomly selected from the matching; 
each sample is composed of three pairs matching regions, because the affine matrix is determined 
with three pairs of non-collinear regional center; 
(2) To avoid too close for random sampling, for matching data, it is blocked and random selected 
with the rules, for any sample, if three points are collinear, it is reselected until not collinear; 
(3) For any 3 pairs’ non-collinear samples, the transformation matrix jA  is estimated with 
normalizing linear method; 
(4) For the transformation matrix jA , the regression variance is calculated for the matching point 
set, and the median is found 2
,,1 jnjj
rmedM

  
(5) Repeat steps (3) m times, the minimum value minM  and the corresponding jA  is found in the 
m piece of median value; 
(6) Then the transformation matrix jA is the movement parameter matrix with the robust linear 
estimation. 
For the random sample numberm , assuming that the percentage of error matching is   in the 
data set, then the probability of at least one completely correct matching sampling in m  times 
sample is: 
                                                           mP 3111                                                            (15) 
        While 2.0,99.0  P    Then:     
 
  311ln 1ln   Pm                                                           (16) 
We can guarantee a sample is completely correct when 7m . But when the data noise distributes 
as Gauss, the efficiency of the minimum median method is very poor, in order to make up this 
shortcoming, we first calculate the robust standard variance with the type 
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of    Mediann 3/514826.1ˆ  , in which, n  is all of the matching point pairs, the constant 
1.4826 is the correction coefficient for the least square method reaching equally effective with 
the Gauss noise. For matching pairs, if  22 ˆ5.2 jr , it is the correct matching, the rest is of 
wrong matching, so most of the false matches can be successfully removed. The correct matching 
can estimate the global motion and exclude moving target, false matching. 
 
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
For the two adjacent frames, according to the algorithm proposed in this paper, the experiments 
of global motion estimation and the moving target detection is as following, the original image is 
shown in figure 2, 1kf and kf  are respectively the 1k  and k  frames in two video image 
sequences,  the  1kf  is as the reference frame, the kf  is as the current frame.Figure1 (a) and 1(b) 
are for the first video image sequence, in which the fish is the moving target, the others are the 
static background. Figure 1 (c) and 1 (d) are for the second video image sequence. 
     
(a) The 1kf  frame image                          (b) The kf  frame image 
       
(c) The 1kf  frame image                          (d) The kf  frame image 
Figure 2 Two pairs adjacent frame images 
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Feature point extraction of the above two pairs adjacent frame images is shown in figure 3. The 
details of first pair image are more abundant, more feature points are detected, which are shown 
in figure 3(a) and 3(b), while the second pair image has more smoothing region, less feature 
points are detected, which are shown in figure 3(c) and 3(d). 
      
(a) The feature extraction of 1kf  frame image       (b) The feature extraction of kf  frame image 
             
(c) The feature extraction of 1kf  frame image       (d) The feature extraction of kf  frame image 
Figure 3.  The feature points of two consecutive images 
 
As the lighting source mobility and the moving target motion, light irradiation angle and object 
reflection brightness would change; there would be some differences between corresponding gray 
regions of adjacent frames. Matching feature point pairs are shown in figure 4, one pair matching 
feature point of the first pair image is shown in figure 4(a), five pairs matching feature points of 
the second pair image are shown in figure 4(b).  
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(a) One pair matching feature point 
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(b) Five pairs matching feature points 
Figure 4. Pairs matching feature points of two adjacent frame images 
 
The histograms in the circular neighborhood of pairs matching feature points are shown in figure 
5, the histograms of one pair matching feature point neighborhood are shown in figure 5(a), the 
histograms of five pairs matching feature point neighborhood are shown in figure 5(b), there is 
clearly difference not only in the range of gray, but also in the gray levels distribution shape. 
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(a) The gray histograms of one pair matching feature point neighborhood  
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                       (b1)                                            (b2)                                              (b3) 
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                                   (b4)                                                                 (b5) 
(b1) The first pair matching feature point neighborhood histograms.  (b2) The second pair 
matching feature point neighborhood histograms.  (b3) The third pair matching feature point 
neighborhood histograms. (b4) The fourth pair matching feature point neighborhood histograms.  
(b5) The fifth pair matching feature point neighborhood histograms 
(b) Gray histograms of five pairs matching feature point neighborhood  
Figure 5.  Gray histograms of matching feature point circular neighborhood 
 
For the change of gray level, it produced by the same light in the different position, whose 
differential would weaken the change to a certain degree. The matching feature point circular 
neighborhood is transformed with Haar wavelet, the gradient latitude histogram is shown in 
figure 6. The gradient latitude histograms of one pair matching neighborhood are shown in figure 
6(a), there is small difference. The gradient latitude histograms of five pairs matching 
neighborhood are shown in figure 6(b), the difference of gradient latitude is smaller than gray 
levels, but there are still obvious differences, and the distribution shapes also have obvious 
difference.  
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When the gray levels change, the gradient directions keep stable to a certain degree. The 
distribution histogram of Haar wavelet direction are respectively shown in figure 7, The gradient 
direction histograms of one pair matching neighborhood are shown in figure 7(a), the gradient 
direction histograms of five pairs matching neighborhood are shown in figure 7(b). The range 
and distribution shapes are of the similar in essential, except the latitude of maximum direction 
value is different, so maximum direction value is instable and eliminated. Then it is conducive to 
region matching as the illumination changing. 
For the feature points neighborhood extracted, the invariant moment descriptor is calculated, and 
matched based on the K-D tree nearest search strategy, the global motion parameter matrix 1A  
and 2A  are estimated according to the center feature point matching with fusion robust estimation 
method. 
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The matching points of unconformity with the 1A  and 2A matrix include the error matching 
points and matching points of moving target, they are not easy to distinguish in a complex 
environment, and the life cycle of the moving target observed is only a few frames, it is of little 
significance if segmented to keep track for the AUV location of fast motion, which would be 
eliminated as positioning of the AUV, so as to ensure the accuracy of AUV positioning. 
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(a) The gradient latitude histograms of one pair matching neighborhood 
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                                    (b4)                                                                   (b5) 
(b1) The gradient latitude histograms of first pair matching neighborhood;  (b2) The gradient 
latitude histograms of second pair matching neighborhood;  (b3) The gradient latitude histograms 
of third pair matching neighborhood; (b4) The gradient latitude histograms of fourth pair 
matching neighborhood;  (b5) The gradient latitude histograms of fifth pair matching 
neighborhood 
(b) The gradient latitude histograms of five pairs matching neighborhood  
Figure 6.  The gradient latitude histograms of circular neighborhood 
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(a) The gradient direction histograms of one pair matching neighborhood 
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                                     (b4)                                                                  (b5) 
(b1) The gradient direction histograms of first pair matching neighborhood;  (b2) The gradient 
direction histograms of second pair matching neighborhood; (b3) The gradient direction 
histograms of third pair matching neighborhood; (b4) The gradient direction histograms of fourth 
pair matching neighborhood;  (b5) The gradient direction histograms of fifth pair matching 
neighborhood 
(b) The gradient direction histograms of five pairs matching neighborhood  
Figure 7. The gradient direction histogram of circular neighborhood 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
 
According to the motion characteristics of mobile robot in unknown dynamic environment, the 
moving target detection is based on the global motion model estimation, and the global motion 
model estimation is based on gradient direction invariant moments. For the unknown target 
without prior knowledge, and the changes of imaging angle, the feature neighborhood extracted 
and the region descriptor employed not only can effectively express the environment with the 
affine invariance, but also can be reliably matching. For the moving object, its matching is as 
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false matching, and the global motion parameters are estimated with the fuse robust parameter 
estimation method. Experiments show that this method is stable for motion target detection and 
AUV localization in dynamic environment. 
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